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ABSTRACT

We formulate the current-density functional theory for systems in arbitrarily strong

magnetic fields. A set of self-consistent equations comparable to the Kohn-Sham equations

for ordinary density functional theory is derived, and proved to be gauge-invariant and to

satisfy the continuity equation. These equations of Vignale and Rasolt involve the gauge

field corresponding to the external magnetic field as well as a new gauge field generated

entirely from the manv-body interactions. We next extend this gauge theory (following

Rasolt and Vignale) to a lattice Lagrangian believed to be appropriate to a tight-binding

Hamiltonian in the presence of an external magnetic field. We finally examine the nature

of the ground state of a strongly nonuniform electron gas in the presence of this many-body

self-induced gauge field.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the seminal papers of Hohenberg and Kohn1 and Knhn and Sham," density

functional theory (DFT) has developed into an important tool for the treatment of many-

body problems in condensed matter physics. Its practical success has prompted m"ch

theoretical work aimed at extending the applicability of the theory to systems more general

than those considered in the original papers.3-1

The interest of this paper is the formulation of the current-density functional theory

for systems in the presence of an external magnetic field. Many recent exciting

phenomena5'6 involving electrons in large magnetic fields are a strong motivation for the

need of such a formulation.

Magnetic fields have been incorporated in the DFT only insofar as they cause spin

polarization.3'7"9 The fact that also orbital currents are induced has long been recognized.7

Here we incorporate this effect into the self-consistent formulation of one particle equations

which lies at the heart of a practical implementation of DFT. The basic variables are the

particle density n(r*), and the 'paramagnetic' current density jp(r) [sec Eq. (2)]. The latter

must be used rather than the physical current density [see Eq. (3)] because it uniquely

determines the vector potential and the ground-state wavefunction. Furthermore, since in

the variational principle the external vector potential is kept constant, the minimization

of the energy functional will have to be with respect to j p . Consequently, a key difficulty

we had to overcome is that a one-particle equations formulation docs not 'a priori1 satisfy

the physical requirements of gauge invariance and the continuity equation.

In the following we demonstrate that both requirements can be actually satisfied

because of an exact transformation property of the exchange-correlation energy functional,

which we derive here. As a consequence of this transformation, the exchange-correlation

energy functional Etcln,jp]i which is now a functional of both particle density and
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"paramagnetic' current density, takes the form

(£x c is a functional of both n(r) and V x (jp(r)/n(r)). This is the first key result of

this paper, and it is this which allows the formulation of single-particle equations in the

presence of a magnetic field.

II. CURRENT DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

FOR A CONTINUUM LAGRANGIAN

We start with a brief discussion of the uniqueness and varuitional properties of the

energy, now in the presence of an external magnetic field; we follow the derivation of

Yignale and Rasolt).10 The nonrelativistic Hamiltonir.n for a system of N electrons in

external scalar and vector potentials \'(r) and A{f) is

H=T+U+V+W .

The definitions for the various terms are (e is the absolute value of the charge)

T = dri>i+(r)\ ^

J V -m

V = \ jdr

W = e-Jdrj°/(r) • A(f) + JL j dn,°»(r)A2(r) .

The density operator is defined as tiop(fr) = ip+(F)il'(?), and the paramagnetic current

density operator is

I ^ { } (2)



The physical current density operator is given by

/"'•(^ - !;>V) + ̂ yc^Mn. (3)

and satisfies the continuity equation V- jop(r\ t)-\-dnO}t{r; t)/dt = 0. In the above equations

we have disregarded spin in order to concentrate on the novel physical feature of the orbital

currents.

We now run through the basic theorems of density functional theory in magnetic fields.

Let jv{r)y }{r) and n(r) denote the ground-state averages of the corresponding operators:

then the potentials V(r)y A(r), mid hence the ground-state wavefunction V\ are uniquely

determined (apart from an additive constant in the scalar potential) by the knowledge of

the density distributions n(r) and jP(r).10 For, suppose that there are two sets of fields

V(r*), A(r) and V(r*), A'(r) giving the same ground-state distributions n(r) and jp(^).

Let \v > and |v' > be the two different ground states corresponding to the two sets of

fields. Lot H and H' be the two corresponding Hamiltonians and E and E' the two ground-

state energies. Then from the vnriational principle for the ground state of H we obtain the

inequality

E =< v[i/|</' > < < v\H\^' >= E'

?) • [A(r) - A'(f)} + ^ L J<lrn(r)[A*(r) - A'2(r)) .

Another inequality is obtained by interchanging the primed and the unprimed variables,

and summing the two inequalities we get the contradiction

E + E' < E + E'

which proves the theorem.

For the variational principle, let

F[n'J'p) =< # i \ J'p]\T + U\*[n'Jp] > (4)

where ^'"[n',ip] is the ground-state wavefunction corresponding to «' and j'p. Then the

functional



J'P} + f dr-ii'W'ii

A3{if) (5)

has a minimum when n} and j ' take the actual values corresponding to the potentials V

and .4, This follows from the variaiiouaJ principle for the ground state of H since

which proves the theorem.

We now turn to the formulation of the one-particle equations. We first define the

exchange-correlation energy functional as follows

F[nJp) •-: Ts[nJp) + i Jdr Jdr*n(>>(f, r')n(r') + Ezc\nJp), (6)

where

Ta[nJp] =< 0o[n,JpJ|r|^oK/p] > , (7)

and Vo("-Jp] is the ground-state wavefunction corresponding to n andjp in a noninteracting

version of the system.11 ^o[«,jp] is a Slater detenninant of one-electron orbitals 4u which

satisfy a one-particle Srhrodingcr equation with some, as yet undetermined, effective

potentials. The functional T3 is also expressed in terms of the 0,-'s. Putting this

representation of Ts in Eqs. (6) and (5) and carrying out the minimizngion of Ey,A,

determines the effective potentials. We get the following self-consistent formulation for the

ground-state density and current:

N

1 = 1
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+ ^ + -

V(r")

+

6n{r)

-•4,e(
c

Th<» ground state on*rgy is given by

(.4>1 + -MO)2]

(8)

(9)

(10)

1=1

Notice that the effective vector potential .4 + ,4 r c enters the Schrddinger-likc equation

linearly.

We now prove the important result. Eq. (1), for the form of ETC- Proof: Consider the

transformation

/ ( 0 ~* / (^) -^ n(r)VAIr) =J'(r) , (12)
me p

where A(r*) is an arbitrary function. Clearly, the transformation of the wavcfunction is

*t'"[n-jp] ~ V'["» jp]^xp[i^ 5Zi=i A('ri)]- The transformation of F is easily obtained from the

definition (4):

J
The crucial point about this equation is that the transformation depends only on n and

j p , not on the wavcfunction. Therefore, the same transformation applies also to Ti(n,jp],

defined in Eq. (7). Putting these results together in Eq. (6) we discover

(13)



This is an exact property of the ETr functional. Another way of expressing this property,

is that EXc can only depend on the combination v(r) s V x (TJTK*)

We next prove that this form, in conjunction with Eq. (8), implies V • j =0 , i.e., the

static continuity equation is satisfied. Proof; Taking the functional derivatives of Eq. (14)

we rind

(15)

Equation (15) implies that ^ • (H(r).4Xf(r
1)) = 0. Since the Schrodinger-like equation (8)

already guarantees f •{J,>(»
r) + T^n(rl[.4(^ + .l J f(0]} = 0, it follows that $.{Jp + J^

III. CURRENT DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

FOR A LATTICE LAGRANGIAN

It was first suggested by Anderson12 that the strong correlations of the carriers within

the copper oxygen plane (CuOP) of high-Tc materials could provide a mechanism for

the superconducting condensation. Following this suggestion various spin singlet liquid

flux phases13"19 were proposed for a description of the normal state. Such phases

are characterized by serf-induced effective gauge field and these are almost, exclusively

formulated on tight-binding Hamiltonians. The extension of our results for the continuum

Lagrangian of Section I to a Lagrangian on a lattice10 is motivated by these suggestions.

We provide exact formulation for these gauge fields.

We start with the lattice Hamiltonian

F&AA + h + \ Vtf^\ Vtf^^n^biggr) (17a)



where

(F, A, V are matrix short hand notation for all the indices). In Eq. (17) C,no and

nlfta are the Ferinion (electrons or holes) creation and spin density operators respectively

at -site i with band index o and spin cr. V"fOia, are the most general configuration of the

Hubbard U's, e° <,re tlie band energies and t*f are the liopping matrix elements (where

C / ~ t*f»<>)1 -̂  nn(^ ^' i u e t n o external vector and scalar potentials.

We now prove two basic theorems equivalent to Eqs. (4) and (5) of the continuum case.

(1) The quantities

ly determine A (mod (2TT)) and V (to within an additive constant) and therefore

the ground state |C?(\)) and ground state energy E .n ( \ ) . Proof: suppose there are two

such fields A,V and A',V. Let H and H' be the two corresponding Hamiltonians with the

corresponding \G) and \G') and ground state energies E.4V and E^'.v- Then

EAtV = (G\H\G) < (G'\H\G')

and

EA.,v = {G'\H'\G') < (G\H'\G)

Summing the two sides and using Eqs. (17a), (IS) we get

E (F°^ + F'ai3 ) \a? < V

which is a contradiction and proves the theorem. (2) For fixed A and V the ground state

energy reaches a minimum for the correct \. Proof: Let a different set of \' originate from

a second Hamiltonian H'. Then

EA,v{x') = {G'(X')\H\G'(X')) > (G{x)\H\G{X)) = EA,v(x) (19)
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We can next write E,t,v ns

where

( ) 1 E V&., M\)\**»x *i*»W\)) • (206)

According to Eq. (19) we get the distribution of the \ ' s by minimizing Eq, (20a) afc

fixed A Mid V. However, it is crucial to recognize that not. all the \ ' s are admissible for

variation since according to Eq, (IS) (using the Shwartz inequality) these \\s must satisfy

the constraint j \ " ^ ,, | < 1. We satisfy it by introducing auxiliary orthogonal orbitals

and we write

V • • = > IS •

9

Minimizing Eq. (20a) using Eqs. (21{.) and (21b) we get the following set of equations

written in matrix form

(F + F)\(j>i) = A,|0«) (22a)

where F is given in Eq. (17b) and

F =

and the X^s are Lagrawgc multipliers insuring the orthonormality of Eq. (21a).

Equation (22a) is then solved self-consistently for the |<£'}, yielding the x's and

£Ul'C\) (Eq. (20a)]. In solving Eq. (22a) the lowest N values of A,'s are kept (N is the

number of Fermions). Provided Ezc{x) is exactly known the solution of Eq. (22) gives a

dEzc
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rigorous description for the spontaneously broken ground state properties of either chiral

symmetry,13™19 spin symmetry or both.20

We e«n next prove that Eq. (22) satisfies all the current conservations within each

band o. and any spin current component configuration. The genera] proof however involves

nonabelian gauge symmetries; here we scale Eq. (22) to only one band and a ferromagnetic

or antiferromagnetic spin nonuniformity therefore neglecting spin spiral configurations20'21

(i.e., F,"fiff, ~ F,)0(r). Now from H in Eq. (17) we get at once that

E w « E to*. \u« -*5.. \:».] ~ °'

which is the KirkhofTs law. However, simple use of Eq. (22) leads to

i.e., we must prove that

E fa- Xo.. - 3 } . . V'j..] =0. (23c)

Proof: Eq. (17) is gauge invariant under . 4 , ^ -» .4IJ(r(, + (0f - 5J) and Ci<7 - • e~ie'Cio.

But the uniqueness theorem 1 implies that

( ) (24a)

and so from Eq. (20a)

( W ° : \ ) (246)

We next choose a special gauge transformation Of — 0 and 8? — 6" for all j ^ i. Then

from Eq. (24b) with 8" -+ 0 we get

1 + *(% ~ t>l))) = 0

= E i



u
which from Eq. (22b) proves Eq. (23c),

We next scale down Eq. (17) to a newest neighbor hopping tl} = t,,,+T (where rx =

rv — a j re the nearest neighbor distances on a square lattice). The gauge symmetry (GS)

now leads to

Et,(\i,t+X9.) = E*c (c'{6r^~9:)\t,,+zaa) (25a)

and similarly for E(\).

We can always write

(v mod (2TT)). SOQS leads to

^xc (\,., + r ^ ) - Kc (i\,,H.r«,J>(«/\,I+^,, + ^ r - 6f)) . (25C)

We can show that the most general gauge invariant form of £j-c(\) is given by

Kc (\\,,, + raal \.,.<r<7, V'j.i+rccr) = £"xc (l\i,i+z»»|, \,.i<nn ^(j?)) ' (26fl)

where the basic gauge invariant unit is

i.e., the sum of the phases of 0 around a plaquette.

It is not difficult to see that Eqs. (21), (22), (25), and (26) are that the lattice equivalent

of Eqs. (8), (9), (10), and (14) (16) and that, therefore, Eq. (26) maps to

l " " ( l - | • ( 2 7 )

IV. APPLICATION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this section we wish to apply the results of our continuum formulation of Section

II to a spontaneously generated broken symmetry chiral ground state . All theoretical
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calculations of the ground state properties of an interacting two-dimensional (2d) electron

gas show that at low cnrmgh densities (i.e., large rs), the system spontaneously forms

s»piu polarizations.22 The issue we address in this section is whether spontaneously broken

current carrying states (SBCCS) are also a realistic possibility in such an itinerant 2d

system? The answer is yes, provided the system is sufficiently inhomogencous, as we

describe next-

Prejudice against such SBCCS in favor of spin polarized ground states originates in

the Landau diamagnetic response, \^ versus the Pauli susceptibility \ p . Although XL

is roughly of the same magnitude23 as \ j , , it is of opposite sign to \p suggesting that

the system has no desire to accommodate such a, SBCCS. This is true for the weakly

inhoiaogeneous Fermi liquid but for a strongly inhomogencous system (and in particular,

in 2d) things can be quite different.

For example, unique to 2d the energy of noninteracting Fermions in a uniform magnetic

field is equal to the energy in it's absence, when the Landau levels are filled.24 This is

diiferent than the 3d Landau diamagnetism discussed above and encouraging for SBCCS

in 2d. The inhomogeneity further strongly enhances the 2d SBCCS as can be seen from

the work of Hasagawa et al.24 Hasagawa et al.24 put the noninteracting electrons on a

lattice. Making contact with our discussion in Section III, we take the simplest one band

noninteracting version of Eq. (17). The Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) is now24

H = - Uj = t exp I-i2?r / .4 • m (28)

with A{r) = B(0,.r,0). Its ground state energy for several different crystal structures is

lower than when B = 0, for many appropriate ratios of electron densities and magnetic

fluxes.

To calculate for the SBCCS, we use our formulation of Section II.

Now from Eq. (8) the transition to a SBCCS is dearly driven by a self-

induced gauge field 4«0c) w n o s e origin is the exchange and correlation functional
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•£Vc( "(£)> VJt(/i»(jC)/("(£)) }• A t'onlistie search for SBCCS then requires a realistic form

for Ete; our conclusions will crucially depend on a reasonable form (both in magnitude and

structure) for Ee<-, We derive Ere from the energy of a uniform 2d two-component electron

gas in arbitrary but uniform B(r) = B: At very high fields, when the filling factor v —• 0,

we use the Lam and Girvin() energy J5jc(no,i/). In the range of u where the Laughlin

liquid state is valid we used our results for the energy of a two-dimensional two-component

quantum plasma25 at v — | , | and 2. In the limit when \> -+ oo we use the Tanatau and

Ceperley28 E^(n0). Our Pade form is then

where a is chosen to closely reproduce the values of Erc(no,i>) at v ~ | , § ,2, Our form of

EIC is finally given by noting that, for an arbitrary but uniform B, j = jj,(r)- ^A(r) - 0.

So ^*x(j|>(£)/rcn) = ^JJ^X*J(JC)
 = 7ZZ§- From the definition v = no2Tr£2 = »o2i'^§ and

the usual extension1 from no —+ n(r) and from ip(jc) (appropriate to a uniform B) to

arbitrary jp{r) we get the corresponding local current density approximation (LCDA)

form for Exe{ n(r), vx(jn(r)/n(^)) j .

Actually, here we do not solve the full set of self-consistent equations (8-10), rather

we devise a local current density functional approximation for Ts in Eq. (6); it is given by

f
iVm|V(r)| irk nlr)

*n(r) = n(r) ±±£ , and N = integ part of — _i=L . (30)

To(n(£)) is the kinetic energy of a 2d electron gas in the absence of B.

For Vcff(r) = V(r) + /«fc'«(jCiJC*) m ^ - (^) w e ^a^e t n e following geometry. We

put one spherical well potential at the four corners of a square (with sides of lengths

7a°;a° = h2/me2) and another spherical well at the center of the four sides. We fix the

electron density and use a depth well with effective band structure mass of — ta 6.4 and

replace the in by m* in Eqs. (29) and (30).
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To find the nature of the ground state we minimize Eq, (5) (using Eqs. (29) and (30)]

with respect to n(r) and jp(jr) in the lhn.4(r) —> 0. (Actually, a posteriori ji>(£) is very

small; we then do better. We solve the Kohn-Sham equations for n(£) above the SBCCS

[i.e., Eqs. (8)-(10) with Axe(_r) = 0] and insert n(r_) in Eq. (5) to minimize with respect

to jj)(£) below the SBCCS transition). To facilitate the calculation, and in particular the

^ x U>(£)/"(£)) tcn^> w c *̂>rk in a plane wave basis. The increasing inhomogeneity (i.e.,

m") then requires larger and larger basis set. The density n(r) above the bflCCS transition

is calculated using up to 225 plane waves of reciprocal lattice vectors A". Below the SBCCS

transition the current is expanded as jp{r) = ]T\' 56'(^ft c°s(& • jr) + 5^- sin(fc • r)) where

& "fit" ~ 0- The total energy change of Eq, (30) was calculated by numerical integration of

the unit cell of a 61 x 61 point mesh, Equation (30) was then minimized with respect to all

the Cft and S^ using a "conjufnto gradients method." Other details are self-explanatory

in the figure captions.

In conclusion, the formulation we gave for an interacting many-Fermion system in the

presence of an external magnetic field leads to a self-generated many-body gauge field both

in continuum and on a lattice. We find that the exact gauge structure of this field leads

to the possibility of spontaneously broken chiral ground states in strongly nonuniform

interacting Fermi liquids (Fig. 1). The SBCCS is, however, not incompressible.12"18
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FIGURE CAPTION

The current patterns in a unit cell of a symmetry-broken current-carrying state

in a two-dimensionaJ nonunifonn interact ing electron gas. The density nonuniformity

corresponds to —• as 6.4 (see text). The corresponding Veff(O ' s made up of two spherical

wells, one at the corner and one at the center of the squares (see text). The two spherical

wells have depth \\ ~ — .2 and 12 = — 1 in atomic units and radii of i?j = .27SOQ and

i?> = ,222«o- The square corner is located in the center of the panel. The effective dipole

moments ,7 per square |/7| s £ ^ with a = in J d2rj(r) x jr, we get a % 2.1 x 1Q~3. The

dipolo moments per each vortex are considerably larger.
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